It has been shown previously that augmented spectral features (static and dynamic cepstra) are effective for improving ASR performance in a clean environment. In this paper we investigate the noise robustness of static and dynamic cepstral features, in a speaker independent, continuous recognition task by using a noise-added, Cantonese digit database (CUDigit). We found that the dynamic cepStNm is more robust to additive, background noise than its static counterpan. The results are consistent across different types of noise and under various SNRs. Exponential weights which can exploit the unequal robustness ofhvo features are optimally trained in a development set. A relative word error rate reduction of 41.9%, mainly on a significant reduction of insertions, is obtained on the test data under various noise and SNR conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) has achieved a high performance in controlled, laboratory environments where background noise and channel variation are rather benign.
However, in many practical applications, ASR performance degrades rapidly when there is a substantial mismatch between models trained in a clean environment and noisy testing conditions [I] . The most direct way to reduce this mismatch is to train or to adapt the speech recognizer by using conditionspecific, noisy data However, given the fact that there are just too many kinds of noise and their levels can vary from one operating environment to the next, this approach is virtually infeasible. We therefore need a more practical approach to noisy speech recognition.
There are three main modules in a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based ASR system: a front-end for feature extraction, acoustic and language models for modeling speech and a pattern matching decoder for recognition decision. To deal with the noise interference in ASK approaches can be taken to address specifically the corresponding modules, including: 1) finding front-end acoustic features invariant or insensitive to noise interference or compensating the noisy features to equalize the noise effect; 2) adapting acoustic models to compensate for the noise distortion; 3) weighting features to exploit their unequal noise robustness in decoding. In this study we will concentrate on characterizing frontend features by quantifying their relative robustness to noise and exploiting the unequal robustness by applying different weighting on the wrresponding likelihood components in decoding. We will use clean HMMs for all experiments in this study.
Speech, a quasi-stationary, stochastic process can be analy-zed by short-time spectral analysis with an appropriate frame size and rate. It is then represented as a sequence of quasistationary, static snap-shots. The state-of-& speech recognizer uses HMM to model speech as a stochastic, Markovian state sequence with wrresponding output probability density functions (pdfs). In addition to the static feature, dynamic features are helpful to characterize the speech trajectory more precisely and it has been shown that an augmented representation (static and dynamic cepstral features) yields higher speech and speaker rewgnition performance than the static cepstra only [2-31 in a clean environment.
However 
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Development and test data: The digit data recorded by the rest I O (5 male and 5 female) speakers is used as development and test sets. Ten digit strings from each ofthe IO speakers are selected as the development set and they will be used to train the exponential weights of static and dynamic cepstral features. The rest of the data is then divided into four subsets. One hundred digit strings are selected from each of the I O speakers to form a test subset and each subset consists of 1,000 digit strings.
Noise addition
The noise samples are selected fiom NOISE-ROM-O [I] , including: white, babble, car and factory noises. They are first down-sampled to 16 kHz and then digitally added to the clean development set and 4 test subsets, one subset for each type of noise, at specified signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), from 0 to 20dB at a step of 5dB.
CANTONESE DIGIT RECOGNJZER

Recognition System
HMM models A whole-word HMM was trained for each of the ten Cantonese digits (from "0 to "9 as "ling4 ,"jatl , '36 , "saaml , "sei3 , "ng5 , "luk6 , "cat1 , "baat3 and "gad '). Each model consists of 8 left-to-right states without skipping. Each state output pdf is a mixture of 3 Gaussians with diagonal covariances. In addition, there are a three-state "silence" model and a single-state "short pause" model whose only state is tied with the "silence" model [9]. HMMs were trained using 22,390 clean utterances in the training set.
Acoustic features
Ceustral features were comuuted in a frame of 25 msec, shifted every I O msec in amel-frequency scaled filter bank of32 filters. Each feature vector contains the first 13 MFCCs (including the log energy). 7he dynamic features, i.e. AMFCC, are derived from the static features in a window of 7 successive frames.
Baseline Recognition Results
?he baseline result used for comparison is the recognition word accuracy (%) obtained by using the full features (i.e., static cepstral features augmented by their 1st-order dynamic counterpart) as shown in Table I . 
MODELING AND RECOGNITION USING SEPARATE FEATURES
To investigate the robustness of static and dynamic features to noise and their individual contributions to recognition, we build two separate models, based upon static and dynamic cepstral features, and test them in various kinds of noise and at different SNRs. The resultant performance is shown in Fig.1 where three different performance curves in digit accuracy, labeled as "baseline", "dynamic only", and "static only", are compared.
From the figure, in clean condition, the baseline system of the augmented static and dynamic features performs bener than either dynamic-or static-only features as expected. However, in additive noise, dynamic features start to outperform either static or augmented full features. The performance differences enlarge with decreasing SNRs till the noise level becomes too high. The dynamic only HMM shows spectacular robustness to the highly low-passed, fairly stationary car noise. For other noises, the dynamic only systems still perform significantly better than either the baseline or the static only systems. 
UNEQUAL WEIGHTING OF DYNAMIC AND STATIC FEATURES IN DECODlNG
Given the u-th speech utterance of T observations, 0, =(ow$ ,ol ,.,., o",), the acoustic log likelihood function is: 
where k is the mixture wmponent index; cq,, , the wrresponding mixture weight; and superscript "6' denotes the dynamic feature whereas "s", the static feature.
As observed in the previous section, the effectiveness of static feature and dynamic feature in noisy speech recognition are quite different. Different weights should then be used to exploit their relative effectiveness. We propose to weight the output likelihood exponentially as: where a is the dynamic weight; p , the static weight.
The weights are discriminatively trained subjected to a unity sum constraint, a + p = I . e-,
DISCRIMINATIVE TRAINING OF WEIGHTS
To train the optimal weights of static and dynamic features automatically, an objective wst function is defined first. The likelihood difference between the likelihoods of the recognized and correct state (i.e., through forced alignment between the awustic observations and the correct given digit transcriptions) is used here. For a given speech utterance, O., the likelihood difference where g'(0") is the log likelihood of the recognition result and g'(O.), that of the correct alignment. The empirical wst is defined as the average of log likelihood difference over U utterances in the training set:
According to the definition, the more negative the empirical wst function, the better the performance. This empirical wst LLD can be minimized hy adjusting iteratively the dynamic weight, a , and the static weight, p via the steepest descent as: 1.00
and Tis the total number of frames of the utterance 0, ; and n, the iteration index; E , the step size.
We use the development data to train the weights. Fig. 3 shows the pie charts of error distributions of baseline results for CUDigit and Aurora2 at 10 dB SNR with babble noise.
Fig. 3 Baeline error distributions of CUDigit and Aurora2
The sensitivities of the error patterns to SNRs can be further illustrated in Fig. 4 by the bar graphs of deletion, substitution, inxrtion, and total errors (note that they are in different scales) in babble noise. The errors are shown in different shades for bracketed feature weights. Other three noises, although not plotted here, show similar trends but somewhat different error proportions.
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SNRilOds SNR=ISdB SNR=IMB Fig. 4 Recognition error count by using different feature weightings (in babble noise)
By using a larger weighting for the dynamic features, insertions, which constitute majority of recognition errors at low SNRs, are significantly reduced at an expense of more deletions. Substitution errors are also reduced. Overall the total errors are significantly reduced; it confirms that weighting the dynamic likelihood more than its static counterpart is effective for recognizing noisy speech.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we investigate the noise robusmess of dynamic and static cepstral features in speech recognition. The dynamic feature has been found to be more robust than its static counterpart in noise. Optimal exponential weights are trained in a development set. When tested on CUDigit, a continuous Cantonese digit database, an average of 41.9% relative error reduction is obtained, comparing with the baseline results. Except training the optimal weights with a small amount of development data, the decoder stays the same and no extra computation is needed. Easy training ofthe compact weights and no need to adapt the clean models (hence no extra decoding effort) to different noise conditions, make the proposed approach an ideal candidate for many potential ASR applications in noise,
